In many (statistical) data compression algorithms we encounter the following problem: "Given a sequence of n letters x 1:n = x 1 x 2 . . . x n that is revealed letter-by-letter, estimate a probability distribution p t on the t-th letter, given the sequence x 1 x 2 . . . x t−1 known so far." An estimation scheme that solves this problem should be theoretically sound and perform well in practice. Most solutions to this problem are based on relative letter frequencies [1, 2, 3] . A different approach is Exponential Smoothing of Probabilities (ESP): For a sequence of smoothing rates α 1 , α 2 , · · · ∈ (0, 1) we predict p t , defined recursively: 1. p 1 = p is an arbitrary distribution p with positive probabilities on any letter and 2.
Implementations of ESP work well in practice, e. g. the state-of-the-art PAQ compressors use variants of ESP. The main goal of this work is to obtain theoretical results on ESP. To do so, we compare the code length of ESP to a powerful, idealized competitor. The competitor partitions sequence x 1:n into s segments and encodes every segment x a:b using an optimal fixed code in h(x a:b ) bits. (For relative frequency f (x) of letter x in x 1:n that is h(x 1:n ) := −n x f (x) log f (x).) For our analysis we assume 1. a binary alphabet, 2. 0.5 < α 1 , α 2 , . . . and 3. w. l. o. g.
p(0) ≤ p(1).
Our results bound the number of bits ESP requires above an arbitrary competitor with s segments assuming ideal encoding, the so-called redundancy, from above. For an arbitrary sequence x 1:n our main results are: Result 1. Let s = 1. Among all 2 n sequences of length n either sequence 00 . . . 0 (only 0-bits) or sequence 00 . . . 01 (single 1-bit) maximizes redundancy. By comparing the redundancy for those two inputs we can exactly depict the worst-case input and hence, the worst-case redundancy. a<t<b log(1−β t /β a ), which links redundancy to the smoothing rate sequence α 1 , α 2 , . . . and initial distribution p. Result 3. Based on Result 2 we provide redundancy bounds for a fixed smoothing rate (used in PAQ) and two choices of varying smoothing rates. By tuning smoothing rates we obtain redundancy O(s √ n) in either case, an improvement over redundancy O(s √ n log n) for predictors that require O(1) (arithmetic) operations per bit [2, 3] . Experiments support our bounds.
* The full version of this paper is available at http://arxiv.org/abs/1501.01202.
